SWALLOW

Home and Away
The Mayans
Term 3

Term 4

SCIENCE

Rocks






Identify that animals, including humans, need the right types
and amount of nutrition, and that they cannot make their own
food; they get nutrition from what they eat
Identify that humans and some other animals have skeletons
and muscles for support, protection and movement
Describe the simple functions and basic parts of the human
digestion system
Bones in the body and the function of the human skeleton

GEOGRAPHY

Physical Geography



Understand and describe key aspects of: mountains, volcanoes
and earthquakes
Modern and Ancient Mexico

HISTORY

Mayans







ART
DESIGN &
TECHNOLOGY

COMPUTING

Maya people
Maya religion and Gods
Maya numbering system
Maya exploration and discovery
Maya food
Maya writing

Mayan calligraphy
understand and apply the
principles of a healthy and
varied diet
 understand seasonality, and
know where and how a variety
of ingredients are grown,
reared, caught and processed
 Design and make their own
chocolate


Logo-Branching data
select, use and combine a
variety of software (including
internet services) on a range
of digital devices to design and

Mayan masks and patterns
Prepare and cook a
variety of
predominantly
savoury dishes using a
range of cooking
techniques
 Making chocolate
cakes



Microsoft word
Presenting
information in word

create a range of programs,
systems

PSHE

R.E.
P.E.

Keeping safe
 Feeling safe
 Taking risks
 People in society who
keep us safe
 Healthy diet and
exercise
 Substances that harm
the body
 What can make us
unhealthy

documents and
creating tables

Health and wellbeinggrowing and changing
 SRE
 Periods
 Loss
 Bereavement
 Achievements
 Changing
bodies
 Changing
feelings

Gymnastics-jumps

Swimming

Cricket

Athletics

FRENCH

Foods, drinks and colours

MUSIC
Charanga

ENGLISH

The chocolate tree
-folklore
-character description
-setting description
-narrative
-present perfect tense
-tense types
Maleficent
-speech
-characterisation
Cadbury World
-recount

Atlas of fairytales
-narrative
-features of fairytales
-expanded noun phrases

-instructions of how to bake
a chocolate cake
Poetry: Haiku

MATHS

Negative numbers

Scaling and correspondence

Area and Perimeter

Money

Capacity

Presenting data

Equivalent fractions

Analysing data

Adding and subtracting fractions

24 hour clock

Fractions of shapes
Fractions of amounts

EXPERIENCES

Cadbury World
Swindon Temple

Sports week

